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Lehrstuhl fu¨r Bioelektronik, Physik Department, Technische Universita¨t Mu¨nchen, Garching, GermanyABSTRACT The stability of aptamer–ligand complexes is probed in nanopore-based dynamic force spectroscopy experi-
ments. Specifically, the ATP-binding aptamer is investigated using a backward translocation technique, in which the molecules
are initially pulled through an a-hemolysin nanopore from the cis to the trans side of a lipid bilayer membrane, allowed to refold
and interact with their target, and then translocated back in the trans–cis direction. From these experiments, the distribution of
bound and unbound complexes is determined, which in turn allows determination of the dissociation constant Kdz 0.1 mM of
the aptamer and of voltage-dependent unfolding rates. The experiments also reveal differences in binding of the aptamer to
AMP, ADP, or ATP ligands. Investigation of an aptamer variant with a stabilized ATP-binding site indicates fast conformational
switching of the original aptamer before ATP binding. Nanopore force spectroscopy is also used to study binding of the thrombin-
binding aptamer to its target. To detect aptamer–target interactions in this case, the stability of the ligand-free aptamer—
containing G-quadruplexes—is tuned via the potassium content of the buffer. Although the presence of thrombin was detected,
limitations of the method for aptamers with strong secondary structures and complexes with nanomolar Kd were identified.INTRODUCTIONAptamers are DNA or RNA structures that bind strongly and
specifically to small molecules or proteins. They can be
extracted from pools of DNA or RNA molecules containing
randomized sequence regions using a selection procedure
known as SELEX (Systematic Evolution of Ligands by
EXponential Enrichment) (1,2). Aptamers often bind their
molecular targets as strongly as protein antibodies, with
dissociation constants Kd typically in the nanomolar to
micromolar range. In fact, given the simplicity of the selec-
tion procedure and the ease of production and modification
of known structures, aptamers have become promising alter-
natives to antibodies in many applications. For instance, a
wide range of aptamer-based sensors has been reported
(3,4), and the first aptamer-based drugs (acting as inhibitors
of their enzymatic targets) are on the market (5). Further-
more, aptamer-like motifs have been found to play an
important gene regulatory role in bacteria, in which they
act as ligand-recognition regions of riboswitches (6).
In spite of their growing importance, the molecular struc-
ture of only a few aptamers has been characterized so far.
In many cases, it is not clear which of potentially several
conformations of an aptamer is the active, binding form
and which molecular contacts are responsible for the bind-
ing interaction itself. Depending on experimental conditions
and characterization method, reported aptamer–ligand
dissociation constants vary widely, and conformational
kinetics are typically not studied.
Aptamer–ligand interactions are usually investigated
using bulk methods such as surface plasmon resonance
(4,7,8), quartz crystal microbalance experiments (4,7,9),Submitted March 26, 2013, and accepted for publication July 29, 2013.
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0006-3495/13/09/1199/9 $2.00or electrophoretic band shift assays (3). Kinetic experiments
were performed using spectroscopic titration methods such
as stopped flow (10,11), NMR (12,13), electron paramag-
netic resonance (14), fluorescence anisotropy (15), or Fo¨r-
ster resonance energy transfer (16).
Single-molecule studies yield additional and complemen-
tary information on molecular recognition interactions.
They allow a more direct analysis of kinetics of systems
with multiple states, the determination of molecular distri-
butions, and the detection of rare events (17). Only a few
single-molecule experiments have been concerned with
the characterization of aptamer folding and ligand binding
so far. For instance, the aptamer domain of several ribos-
witches was studied using single-molecule force spectros-
copy with optical tweezers (18–20) or single-molecule
Fo¨rster resonance energy transfer (21,22). In other studies,
the well-known thrombin aptamer was investigated using
optical tweezers (23) and atomic force microscopy (24,25).
An alternative single-molecule method is based on
nanopore conductance studies. Nanopore experiments use
the transient blockade of ionic current through a nanoscale
membrane pore by molecules that are electrophoretically
captured in (and potentially translocated through) the
pore. For instance, DNA unzipping experiments with
a-hemolysin pores exploit the fact that single-stranded
DNA (ssDNA) can pass through the z1.4-nm-wide
constriction of the pore, whereas double-stranded DNA
(dsDNA) cannot (26,27). Thus, to translocate dsDNA or
ssDNA with secondary structure, the molecules first have
to be unfolded. This process can be facilitated by the appli-
cation of a transmembrane voltage and, hence, the lifetime
of the molecule in the pore becomes voltage-dependent.
In a similar manner, nanopore experiments can be used to
study the interaction of DNA with other molecules if this
results in a detectable change in pore residence time orhttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2013.07.047
FIGURE 1 Measurement principle. (I) A potential of 120 mV is applied
to capture a DNA molecule with an aptamer structure (red) and a thread
sequence (blue) on its 3’ end. While the aptamer structure is unfolded on
capture, a stable hairpin (green) at the 5’ end prevents the DNA from
traversing the pore. (II) The DNA is held inside the pore at low bias voltage
(50 mV) to allow reforming of the aptamer and target binding on the trans
side. (III) A voltage ramp to 200 mV is applied. When the aptamer struc-
ture unfolds, the DNA molecule escapes from the pore and a sudden
increase in the current signal is observed. The corresponding unfolding
voltage is recorded.
1200 Arnaut et al.conductance. This has been used to study the interaction of
DNA with DNA-binding proteins such as exonuclease I
(28), RecA (29), or small molecules such as intercalating
dyes (30). In the context of aptamer–ligand binding, previ-
ously the ATP-binding aptamer (31) and the thrombin
aptamer (32) were studied using constant voltage nanopore
experiments (33–35). For the ATP aptamer, ligand-bound
and -unbound states could be distinguished from current
traces (34). However, no studies on binding affinity or com-
plex stability were performed. For the thrombin aptamer, on
and off rates of the complex as well as its dissociation con-
stant were determined by attaching the aptamer to the vesti-
bule of a mutated a-hemolysin channel and detecting
current enhancement upon ligand binding (35).
We here use nanopore force spectroscopy (NFS) to study
aptamers with their target molecules. NFS is a dynamic
force spectroscopy technique similar to related techniques
based on optical tweezers or atomic force microscopy. After
capture of a DNA molecule (or other molecular complex)
inside a nanopore, the voltage applied across the membrane
is ramped from low to higher values. When the electric force
acting on the molecule is sufficient to break its secondary
structure, it unfolds and is pulled electrophoretically
through the pore. In contrast to other force spectroscopy
techniques, NFS experiments do not require labeling of
the molecules under study to facilitate binding to atomic
force microscopy tips, surfaces, or silica beads. Instead of
the long linker molecules required for optical tweezers
studies, a relatively short sequence extension is sufficient
to facilitate the electrophoretic capture of the molecules
in the pores. In addition, nanopore-based measurements
potentially have a considerably higher throughput than other
single-molecule techniques.
Previous experiments (36,37) have indicated that DNA
hairpin and G-quadruplex structures are stabilized within
the vestibule of the a-hemolysin pore. The unfolding rates
determined in such experiments therefore did not represent
‘‘free solution’’ values. To reconcile experimental results
with theoretical predictions based on standard thermody-
namic parameters for DNA basepairing, we used a measure-
ment strategy in which the molecules under study are pulled
through the nanopores in reverse direction (from the trans to
the cis side of the membrane) as the a-hemolysin pore inter-
acts less with the analytes on the trans side. For simple DNA
hairpin molecules, this measurement strategy resulted in a
very good agreement between experimental and theoretical
unfolding rates (37).
As shown in Fig. 1, and explained in more detail below,
we here adopt this strategy to the study of DNA aptamer–
ligand interactions. An aptamer augmented by an unstruc-
tured threading sequence and a stable stopper sequence is
first captured in the pore. After translocation of the aptamer
section through the pore, the structure is allowed to equili-
brate on the trans side of the membrane. If ligand molecules
are added to the trans solution, they can then interact withBiophysical Journal 105(5) 1199–1207the aptamer. After a certain waiting time, the aptamer–
ligand structure is pulled back to the cis side. Analysis
of the resulting voltage-dependent unfolding events yields
information on the stability of the aptamers, the aptamer–
ligand complexes, and the distribution between ligand-
bound and -unbound structures.
To be able to compare with previous studies, we per-
formed experiments with two ‘‘standard’’ aptamers: the
ATP-binding aptamer and the thrombin aptamer. We deter-
mined a dissociation constant for the ATP aptamer of Kdz
119 mM in the presence of 1 M monovalent salt. Further-
more, we found increasing affinity of the aptamer to ATP,
ADP, and AMP under these buffer conditions. We also
were able to detect the formation of stable aptamer–ligand
complexes for the thrombin aptamer. Given the stability of
the G-quadruplexes and also the aptamer–ligand complex,
the experiments required careful tuning of the experimental
parameters, indicating that NFS is more suitable for small
ligand aptamers than for strong protein binders.MATERIALS AND METHODS
Chemicals
Lipid solutions were prepared from 1,2-diphytanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-
choline (Avanti Polar Lipids, Alabaster, AL) dissolved in hexadecane
(Sigma Aldrich, Munich, Germany) at a concentration of 10 mg/ml. The
Nanopore Force Spectroscopy of Aptamer–Ligand Complexes 1201electrolyte solution contained 100 mM KCl (Merck KGaA, Darmstadt,
Germany), 900 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris, and 1 mM EDTA (Sigma Aldrich,
Munich, Germany) buffered at pH 8. a-Hemolysin from Staphylococcus
aureus was purchased from List Biological Laboratories (Campbell, CA).
HPLC purified oligonucleotides (biomers, Ulm, Germany) were dissolved
in 10 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA solution at pH 8.
The DNA sequences used in this study were (complementary regions are
underlined):
ATP aptamer (ATPapt):
50-GGCGCCGCGGCCTTTTGGCCGCGGCGCC-(dT)50-
CCTGGGGGAGTATTGCGGAGGAAGG-(dT)30-3
0
Modified ATP aptamer (ATPapt-mod):
50-GGCGCCGCGGCCTTTTGGCCGCGGCGCC-(dT)50-
AACCTGGGGGAGTATTGCGGAGGAAGGTT-(dT)28-3
0
Thrombin aptamer (Thapt):
50-(dT)50-GGTTGGTGTGGTTGG-30
ATP, ADP, and AMP were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (Munich,
Germany). Human-a-thrombin was supplied by Hematologic Technologies
(Essex Junction, VT).Measurement setup
Experiments were performed at 23C for the ATP aptamer or at 37C for
the thrombin-binding aptamer using a microemulsion droplet-based lipid
bilayer setup as previously described in Renner et al. (38). Two droplets
containing electrolyte solution, DNA, and target molecules were formed
on two Ag/AgCl electrodes immersed in lipid solution. The droplets
were brought into contact to form a lipid bilayer at the interface. A micro-
pipette was used to inject a-hemolysin locally, close to the bilayer, while
applying negative voltage pulses to facilitate the incorporation of a
single pore. The ionic current through the pore was measured using a
patch clamp amplifier (EPC9, HEKA Elektronik GmbH, Lambrecht,
Germany).
The measurement principle for experiments with the ATP aptamer is
depicted in Fig. 1. Translocation experiments were performed with DNA
constructs of the general structure 50- stopper-spacer-aptamer-thread-30
(cf. sequences given above). By applying a bias voltage of þ120 mV,
DNA molecules were electrophoretically captured in the pore from the
cis side with the help of an unstructured (dT)30 threading sequence. At
this voltage, the ATP aptamer sequence is immediately unfolded and trans-
located through the pore to the trans side (Fig. 1 I). To prevent a complete
translocation of the DNA construct, we included a stable hairpin sequence
containing 12 G-C basepairs at the 50 end as a ‘‘stopper’’ sequence, sepa-
rated from the aptamer by a (dT)50 spacer. After detection of a successful
capture event by a reduction in the trans-pore current, the DNA construct
was held inside the pore at a low voltage (50 mV) to allow reformation
of the aptamer structure and target binding on the trans side (Fig. 1 II).
Subsequently, the voltage was ramped linearly from 50 mV to 200 mV
(Fig. 1 III). Unfolding and escape of the aptamer structure to the cis side
were then observed as an abrupt increase in trans-pore current, and the cor-
responding unfolding voltage was recorded.
Given the high stability of the G-quadruplex containing thrombin-bind-
ing aptamer, it was not possible to use an ‘‘anchor strategy’’ for the ATP
aptamer—essentially, a voltage high enough to unfold the aptamer structure
would also break the anchor sequence (see discussion below). In this case,
conventional cis/ trans translocation experiments were performed using
a (dT)50-capture sequence attached to the 5
0 end of the aptamer (see Fig. S4
in the Supporting Material). For these experiments, the DNA was initially
incubated with thrombin for 30 min at room temperature. After capture
of an aptamer structure at 120-mV bias voltage, a fast electronic trigger cir-
cuit immediately reduced the voltage to 50 mV, followed by a voltage ramp
that unfolded the aptamer on the cis side.Data analysis
Unfolding voltage histograms were calculated from current recordings
using custom Matlab routines. The fraction of bound aptamer–target
complexes
q ¼ ½aptamer complexes½total amount of aptamers
was determined by fitting the data with a least squares approach to a
theoretical distribution of unfolding voltages
pðVÞ ¼ ð1 qÞp0ðVÞ þ qp1ðVÞ; (1)
where p0ðVÞ represents the unfolding voltage distribution for the free
aptamers, and p1ðVÞ is the distribution for the bound complexes. Each
piðVÞ ði˛f0; 1gÞ was taken to be of the form
piðVÞ ¼ 1
t0i _V
exp

V
Vbi
 Vbi
t0i _V

eV=Vbi  1

: (2)
This expression was derived by Mathe et al. (39) for unfolding of DNA
structures in voltage ramp experiments with a constant ramp speed _V.
The distribution is based on the assumption of an exponential dependence
of the lifetime of the structures on voltage of the form t ¼ t0,eV=Vb , where
t0 is the intrinsic (zero voltage) lifetime of the structure. The parameter Vb
characterizes the voltage dependence of the unfolding process and depends
on the effective charge of the molecule on which the electric field can exert
a force, but also on details of the unfolding landscape (39,40).
The parameters t0,0 and Vb,0 for the unbound population were determined
in experiments without aptamer targets and then fixed for the analysis of
experiments with added targets. From an average over all measurements
with aptamer–target complexes, Vb,1 was then determined to be 26.5 mV.
This left t0,1 and q as the only remaining fit parameters in Eqs. 1 and 2
for the evaluation of the various histograms constructed from experiments
with aptamer–target complexes. For [ATP] ¼ 25 mM, the bound population
was too weak to be fitted accurately with the least squares method. A
maximum likelihood estimation was performed instead using the Matlab
mle function and Eq. 1 (together with Eq. 2) as the theoretical probability
distribution function. At [ATP]¼ 5 mM, no bound population was observed.
We also analyzed the data in a different way by calculating the lifetime as
a function of voltage t(V) using the conversion formula (41,42)
htiðVÞ ¼
ZN
V
p

V 0j _VdV 0
_Vp

V
 _V : (3)
This expression essentially is the result of a variable transformation and
does not rely on a specific assumption for the functional form of t(V).
Hence, in contrast to fits by Eq. 2, this procedure results in model-indepen-
dent estimates of t(V) from the data.RESULTS
NFS of aptamer–ATP complexes
The results obtained from NFS experiments on the ATP
aptamer structure (using strand ATPapt) are shown in
Fig. 2. In the absence of ATP, a single peak in the unfolding
voltage histogram is observed centered around a critical
unfolding voltage of Vc ¼ 27 mV. This is consistent with
the unfolding of a very weak DNA secondary structureBiophysical Journal 105(5) 1199–1207
FIGURE 2 ATP aptamer unfolding at varying ATP concentrations. (a)
Unfolding voltage distributions at different ATP concentrations, obtained
at a loading rate of 10 V/s. With no ATP present, a single population at
27 mV is observed. On addition of ATP, a second, more stable population
appears, which increases with increasing ATP concentration. This popula-
tion is assigned to aptamer structures with bound ATP targets. Histograms
are fitted to Eq. 2 (dashed lines) to determine the fraction of bound
structures.
1202 Arnaut et al.containing only few basepairs (37). In the presence of ATP, a
second broader and more stable population appears in the
histograms. At an ATP concentration of 100 mM,
48510% (maximum error estimated from repeated experi-
ments) of all detected events belong to the more stable
population. With increasing ligand concentration, this
population further grows to a fraction of 85510% at
1 mM ATP. As the stable fraction is only present for finite
ATP concentration and also scales with it, this population
can be attributed to the unfolding of aptamer–ligand com-
plexes. Its relative size consequently corresponds to the
fraction q of bound aptamers. As expected, no bindinga b c
Biophysical Journal 105(5) 1199–1207was observed in a control experiment in the presence of
1 mM cytidine triphosphate (Fig. S2).
As shown in Fig. 3 b, as a function of ATP concentration,
the bound fraction q is accurately fit by a simple binding
curve of the form
q ¼ ½ATP½ATP þ Kd: (4)
The fit yields a dissociation constant of Kd ¼ 119 5
12 mM. In previous studies, a broad range of Kd values
from 6 mM to 2000 mM was found (16,31,43–50), strongly
depending on buffer conditions, the labeling strategy used,
and other factors such as the presence of competitive
binders. In recent work by Baaske et al. (49), using ap-
tamers singly labeled with Cy5, a Kd of 60 mM was found
in the presence of 0.3 M Naþ and 5mM Mg2þ, roughly a
factor of 2 lower than our value determined at 1 M mono-
valent salt.
As indicated schematically in Fig. 1, the ATP aptamer
is known to bind two ATP molecules in a noncanonical,
but stable helix comprised of G-G and G-A basepairs
flanked by short Watson–Crick duplexes (51). We there-
fore tentatively also fitted a Hill curve of the form
q ¼ ½ATPn=ð½ATPn þ Kn0:5Þ with the (microscopic) disso-
ciation constant K0:5 to our data. The fit resulted in a K0:5
equaling the Kd obtained from the ‘‘simple fit’’ with Eq. 4
and a Hill coefficient slightly above 1 indicating only
weak cooperativity in binding. In fact, a more detailed bind-
ing model with two independent binding sites with the same
Kd yields Eq. 4 as the sum of the fractions of complexes with
one or two ATP molecules bound.
To check whether the waiting time after unzipping and
translocation of the aptamer (phase II in Fig. 1) was suf-
ficient to allow for refolding of the structure and ATP
binding, we varied this time in a range from 30 ms to
1 s. Our results were virtually identical for these times,
suggesting that the structures had sufficiently equilibrated
within milliseconds. One limiting factor is the diffusiveFIGURE 3 Aptamer target specificity. (a)
Unfolding voltage distributions for adenosine
mono-, di-, and triphosphate at a loading rate of
10 V/s. In all cases, a stable population assigned
to target-bound structures is observed. Solid lines
correspond to fits using Eq. 2. (b) Fraction of bound
aptamer structures versus target concentration for
ATP (open squares), ADP (open triangles), and
AMP (filled squares). The dashed lines show fits
to Eq. 4. The fit yields a dissociation constant of
119512 mM, 92510 mM, and 85514 mM for
ATP, ADP, and AMP, respectively. (c) Voltage-
dependent lifetime of aptamer–target complexes
determined from measurement data according to
Eq. 3. Error bars are standard deviations from
12, 4, and 6 independent measurements for ATP,
ADP, and AMP, respectively.
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with size a z 1 nm. This may be estimated as
jD ¼ 2pDacATP, where D z 300 mm2/s is the diffusion co-
efficient of ATP (52), and cATP is its concentration. For
cATP ¼ 1 mM, this results in jDz1:1  103ðmoleculesÞ=s
or jdz1=ms. For our experiments, we typically used a
waiting time of 200 ms, which should be sufficient for
the lowest ATP concentrations measured here. This also
indicates, however, that for considerably lower target con-
centrations (e.g., for experiments with aptamers with
lower Kd), waiting times have to be chosen that are corre-
spondingly longer.Binding to ATP versus ADP and AMP
The ATP aptamer structure is known to bind different aden-
osine phosphates with similar affinity (44). This can be
understood by considering the NMR structure of the
aptamer–ligand complex determined by Lin et al. (51), in
which the adenine stacks into the aptamer’s binding site,
whereas the phosphate groups are oriented outward and do
not seem to directly participate in binding.
We therefore performed NFS experiments also in the
presence of ADP and AMP to further assess the specificity
of the ligand–aptamer interaction (Fig. 3). Although binding
was observed for all three ligand molecules, there was a ten-
dency toward higher affinity for ADP and AMP ligands, as
indicated by the higher binding fractions q at 1 mM. For
ADP, we determined a q of 93510% , whereas for AMP
no unbound population was observed, suggesting a bound
fraction of nearly 100%. We found dissociation constants
of 92 5 10 mM and 85 5 14 mM for ADP and AMP,
respectively.
As described in the Methods section, the voltage-depen-
dent lifetime of all three aptamer–target complexes was
calculated from the distribution of unfolding voltages
according to Eq. 3, taking into account only events assigned
to the bound aptamer population. The data obtained using
loading rates of 0.5 V/s, 4 V/s, 10 V/s, and 15 V/s all
collapse on a single master curve (cf. Fig. S1), verifying
that the measurements were performed under quasiequili-
brium conditions (40). We observe slightly lower lifetimes
for AMP and ADP complexes compared with those for
ATP. We speculate that for the smaller and less charged
AMP and ADP (with a nominal charge of 2e and 3e
versus 4e for ATP), the electrostatic energy barrier for
binding to the aptamer is lower and hence their binding on
rate kon is higher than for ATP, resulting in an overall smaller
Kd of the corresponding aptamer–ligand complexes. The
electrostatic barrier is expected to be affected by the pres-
ence of Mg2þ, which is known to strongly interact with
ATP. This is consistent with the fact that Baaske et al.
(49) found a lower value for the Kd of ATP in a Mg
2þ-con-
taining buffer, and their value for the less charged AMP
coincides almost exactly with ours.It is interesting to note that the voltage dependence of the
lifetime of aptamer–ligand complexes is much weaker than
for ordinaryDNA secondary structures such asDNAhairpins
(37). In the simple model with an exponential voltage depen-
dence of t(V), one would expect ln tðVÞ ¼ ln t0  V=Vb.
Hence, in this model, the slope of the t(V) graphs in Fig. 3
represents the parameter 1=Vb. This may indicate that the
effective charge and/or unfolding landscape of aptamer–
ligand complexes considerably differs from those of hairpin
structures.
An alternative interpretation is that the unfolding histo-
grams contain unresolved subpopulations. In fact, the deriva-
tion of the conversion formula (Eq. 3) rests on the assumption
that the unfolding events are caused by only a single molec-
ular population and can be described as a first-order process
(40,53). In the case of the ATP aptamer, it is likely that the
histograms contain contributions from aptamers with only
one of the two binding sites occupied aswell as from the fully
bound complex, but these could not be resolved consistently
in our experiments. A superposition of these contributions
can result in an artificial flattening of the t(V) dependence.ATP aptamers with prestructured binding site
In the context of subpopulations contained within the unfold-
ing histograms, one has to consider that the aptamer sequence
can fold into an ensemble of many different, relatively weak
secondary structures. In the absence of ATP, the secondary
structure containing the short Watson–Crick stem flanking
the aptamer binding sites as in the structure of the aptamer–
target complex (51)—with a folding free energy of
merely 0.84 kcal/mol as calculated by mfold (54)—is not
the most stable structure. Alternative structures with other
basepairing patterns—not containing the ATP-binding site—
are considerably more stable, with the most stable one having
a folding free energy ofDGfold¼3.31mMkcal/mol (Fig. 4).
As indicated in Fig. 4 a, to bind ATP, the aptamer has to
either unfold and rearrange from more stable structures to
adopt a binding-competent state or somehow change confor-
mation upon ATP binding (corresponding to an induced fit
mechanism). We therefore sought to deliberately stabilize
the aptamer’s binding-competent conformation with a mini-
mal modification in sequence: Insertion of two adenine bases
at the 50 end of the aptamer sequence (cf. sequence ATPapt-
mod) leads to the formation of additional two basepairs at the
bottom of the flanking stem (together with two thymines
from the threading sequence). The corresponding secondary
structure then is the minimum free energy structure of the
sequence with a DGfold ¼ 3:63 kcal/mol (Fig. 4). As
expected, this also results in a considerably increased stabil-
ity of the unbound aptamers in the NFS experiments, which
leads to a shift of the critical unzipping voltage from
27 mV to 47 mV (cf. Fig. 5 a) and a corresponding shift in
the voltage-dependent lifetime (cf. Fig. 5 b). The voltage-
dependent unfolding time t(V) of the ATP aptamerBiophysical Journal 105(5) 1199–1207
ab
FIGURE 5 Aptamer tailoring. (a) Unfolding voltage distributions for the
modified aptamer structure ATPapt-mod with and without addition of ATP
at a loading rate of 10 V/s. Note the increase in critical unfolding voltage for
the stabilized aptamer compared with the unmodified structure in Fig. 3. (b)
Lifetime versus voltage for modified (blue) and unmodified (gray) aptamers
(circles) and aptamer–target structures (squares). Error bars are standard
deviations from 2 to 12 independent measurements.
a b
FIGURE 4 Binding pathways for the ATP aptamers ATPapt and ATPapt-
mod. Bases are depicted as circles (A: green, T: red, G: black, C: blue).Black
bars indicate free energies of the structures. (a) For ATPapt, to bind ATP, the
secondary structurewith lowest mean free energy U0 either has to unfold and
rearrange to form the structure with the ATP-binding pocket U (conforma-
tional selection) or adopt its conformation on ATP binding (induced fit).
(b) Binding pathway forATPapt-mod, forwhich the binding-competent state
is stabilized with two additional A-T basepairs at its end.
1204 Arnaut et al.complexes is almost identical for both structures over the
whole voltage range investigated. This indicates that for un-
folding, breaking of the additional two (weak) A-T basepairs
of the modified structure is not rate-determining, but rather
the unstacking and destabilization of the whole structure
accompanied by a release of the ATP molecules.
For experiments performed at [ATP] ¼ 1 mM and with a
waiting time of 200 ms (phase II in Fig. 1), we also found
that the binding fractions q are very similar (89% for the
modified compared with 85% for the original aptamer).
The obtained dissociation constant Kd ¼ 116516 mM
(Fig. S3) is virtually identical to our value for the original
aptamer structure. As the free energy differences of
unbound and bound conformations (U0 and B for ATPapt
and Umod and Bmod for ATPapt-mod) are expected to be
quite similar, this finding is consistent with the assumption
that the aptamers have equilibrated before the start of the
unzipping ramp. Even though ATPapt has to change confor-
mation for ATP binding, this step is not rate-limiting under
our experimental conditions, which indicates that the (rela-
tively weak) ATP aptamer structures rapidly change their
conformation in the absence of ATP.NFS with the thrombin aptamer
We also investigated the binding of a well-known protein-
binding aptamer to its target using NFS: the aptamer forBiophysical Journal 105(5) 1199–1207human a-thrombin (32,55). This aptamer differs from the
ATP aptamer in several aspects: (a) the Kd of the aptamer
target complex is several orders of magnitude lower (in
the nanomolar range), and (b) the secondary structure of
the aptamer comprises two stacked G-quadruplexes, which
themselves are extremely stable structures, even in the
absence of target. This leads to a variety of experimental
problems: As explained in the Methods section, given the
high stability of G-quadruplexes, the hairpin stopper tech-
nique used for the ATP aptamer cannot be applied here.
Furthermore, in the presence of high concentrations of
quadruplex-stabilizing potassium ions (56) (as in typical
buffers used for nanopore experiments), comparatively
high unfolding voltages have to be applied, which are close
to the maximal voltage sustained by lipid bilayer mem-
branes (~250 mV). This makes it hard to reliably measure
binding of thrombin to the aptamer, which even further
stabilizes the structure.
Nanopore Force Spectroscopy of Aptamer–Ligand Complexes 1205We therefore deliberately destabilized the aptamer struc-
ture by increasing the measurement temperature to 37+C
and by reducing the potassium concentration. In supplemen-
tary studies, we initially characterized the stability of the
G-quadruplex-forming aptamer structure as a function of
[Kþ] and found a strong dependence (see Fig. S5). For
thrombin-binding studies, we then used a KCl concentration
of 10 mMwhile maintaining an overall ionic strength of 1 M
through the addition of NaCl.
In the absence of thrombin, we observed a single popula-
tion in the unfolding voltage histogram (Fig. 6). We also
performed experiments in the presence of 2 and 3 mM
thrombin. At these concentrations, a bound fraction of
~100% is expected for a Kd in the nanomolar range. Never-
theless, we observed an increase of the number of events at
higher unfolding voltages accompanied by a shift of the
most frequent unfolding voltage to a higher value and a
broadening of the distribution. Theoretical considerations
(see Note S7) indicate that coexisting bound and unbound
populations overlap strongly and cannot be separated accu-
rately in the experimental histograms. However, the fraction
of events at higher unfolding voltages (>150 mV) still in-
creases from 2 mM and 3 mM thrombin, indicating a larger
unbound fraction than expected at such concentrations.
This may be caused by a lower capture rate for the more
slowly diffusing bound complexes.FIGURE 6 Unfolding of the thrombin aptamer. (Top panel) Typical
unfolding voltage distributions without (open bars) and with (solid bars)
addition of thrombin at different concentrations (gray: 2 mM, red:
3 mM). Experiments were performed at a loading rate of 0.2 V/s. (Bottom
panel) Voltage-dependent lifetime of aptamer structures (open triangles)
and aptamer–target complexes (solid squares, gray: 2 mM, red: 3 mM
thrombin). Error bars are standard deviations from three independent
measurements.As before, we obtained the voltage-dependent lifetime of
the complexes in the nanopore using the conversion formula
of Eq. 4. In the voltage range considered, the thrombin
complexes typically have a 10-fold longer lifetime than
the aptamer structure without thrombin. This difference is
actually dependent on the potassium concentration and
diminishes for higher [Kþ] (cf. Fig. S6), which is consistent
with the strong stabilization of the quadruplex structure
by Kþ.DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated how nanopore-based force spectros-
copy experiments can be performed on DNA aptamers and
their target complexes. Using a dynamic voltage ramp tech-
nique (38,39), the critical unzipping voltages of the com-
plexes can be determined, which in turn allows calculation
of their (voltage-dependent) unfolding time. In backward
translocation experiments, the aptamers are first translo-
cated through an a-hemolysin nanopore from the cis to
the trans side of the membrane, where they are allowed to
refold and interact with their binding target for a specified
time. After reversal of the voltage polarity, the aptamer–
target complexes are then unzipped in trans–cis direction.
As in this direction the stability of the aptamer structure is
not influenced by the vestibule on the cis side of the nano-
pore, kinetic and stability data can be obtained that are bet-
ter comparable to those determined in free-solution studies
(37). This is exemplified by the fact that our experiments
with the ATP aptamer yield a Kd value in the same range
as obtained with other methods.
One of the most attractive features of NFS is that, in prin-
ciple, it allows the measurement of molecular unfolding
rates. For instance, our experiments indicate that AMP
aptamer complexes unfold slightly faster than ADP or
ATP complexes, whereas the fraction of bound complexes
(reflecting the association constant 1=Kd ) is higher for
AMP than for ADP or ATP. This seems to indicate a corre-
spondingly higher on rate for the less charged adenine
nucleotides. Unfortunately, however, it is not obvious how
the voltage-dependent lifetimes obtained in these experi-
ments can be extrapolated to V ¼ 0 V in a meaningful
way. At finite voltages, the lifetime characterizes the unzip-
ping of the aptamer–ligand complex rather than the unbind-
ing of ligand from the intact aptamer structure. Unfolding
rates will also depend on the direction of the applied force
and the details of the energy landscape along this direction.
Nevertheless, it has been previously observed that the gen-
eral stability trends obtained for DNA hairpins at finite
voltages faithfully reflect their zero voltage behavior (37).
Furthermore, the specific geometry of nanopore unzipping
experiments may in some cases be actually quite close to
the biological situation. For instance, helicases are pore-
like molecular machines that unzip double-stranded DNA
or RNA with secondary structure, ribosomes have to workBiophysical Journal 105(5) 1199–1207
1206 Arnaut et al.against secondary structure present in mRNA (57), and the
activity of RNA polymerases is influenced by cotranscrip-
tional folding of RNA secondary structure (58).
In this context, it may be interesting to further explore the
opportunities offered by the backward translocation proto-
col. In principle, it should be possible to perform pump-
probe experiments by varying the time allowed for refolding
or ligand-binding of the structures after the first transloca-
tion and thus capture intermediate, nonequilibrium states
of the molecules under study. This is limited at short time-
scales by our ability to switch the translocation direction
fast enough and measure the corresponding currents (i.e.,
by the capacitive time constant (RC– time) of the system,
~1 ms), and at long timescales by the necessity to gain
enough statistics from single-molecule events (and thus by
the stability of the setup).
Other limitations of NFS become apparent when dealing
with stronger secondary structures and with aptamer–target
complexes with lower Kd. In the case of the thrombin
aptamer also studied in this work, already the secondary
structure of the target-free aptamer—containing G-quadru-
plexes—is very strong. This not only prevents application
of the backward translocation technique, it also requires
the application of higher voltages, which reduces the stabil-
ity of the lipid bilayer membrane. A related problem is that
the bound and unbound aptamer fractions strongly overlap,
which makes an interpretation of the data difficult.
Measuring a titration curve for aptamers with low Kd
requires application of aptamer targets at correspondingly
low concentrations. Slower diffusion of the aptamer–target
complexes combined with low on rates for complex forma-
tion may then lead to an incorrect representation of the
molecular distributions in solution in the unzipping experi-
ments. In this case, other nanopore-based techniques for the
study of aptamer–ligand interactions such as that developed
in Rotem et al. (35) are more suitable. Another option might
be the utilization of solid state nanopores for force spectros-
copy, as for these the accessible force range is potentially
higher (59).
In conclusion, although there seem to be limitations for
the study of aptamer complexes with protein targets, NFS
has been shown to be an attractive tool for the investigation
of interactions of DNA (and potentially RNA) molecules
with smaller ligands. Single-molecule nanopore experi-
ments allow the determination of the distribution of bound
and unbound complexes, dissociation constants and of
voltage-dependent unfolding rates. In principle, the studies
can be extended to also study transient conformations that
may be relevant in nonequilibrium situations encountered
in biological processes.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
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